3ie Push-Button Replication Workflow

Read article, check for public data and code, select key results and write a justification

- If data is not public: request by email
  - If unavailable proprietary data
    - If code and data-sharing limitations documentation provided classify as: Proprietary data
  - If they do not reply in two weeks: follow up
    - If code and data-sharing limitations limitations not provided, classify as: No access

- If data is public: write informing email
  - If the authors require < 3 months to provide data: follow up
    - If authors do not reply or do not provide data or code within three months, classify as: Incomplete and:
      - Major differences
      - Minor differences
  - If they send materials

- Replicate results using PBR checklist
  - If materials incomplete: follow up
    - If results remain incomplete, classify as
      - Major differences
      - Minor differences
      - Comparable replication
  - If results are complete, classify as